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1. Introduction
The magnetic hole (MH), a quasi-stable magnetic structure characterized by the significant decreases of 
magnitude field, have been widely reported in solar wind (Turner et al., 1977), planetary magnetosphere 
(Balikhin et  al.,  2009; Burlaga et  al.,  1969; Volwerk et  al.,  2008), planetary magnetosheath (Goodrich 
et al., 2021; Wu et al., 2021), and comet (Russell et al., 1987). The scale size of MH covers from magneto-
hydrodynamic-scale (Karlsson et al., 2021) to kinetic-scale (Huang et al., 2017). At present, it is generally 
accepted that the most popular formation mechanism of MH is the mirror instability (Ahmadi et al., 2017; 
Hasegawa, 1969; Southwood & Kivelson, 1993; T. Xiao et al., 2014). Moreover, some other mechanisms, 
such as slow solitons (Stasiewicz, 2004; Yao et al., 2016) and tearing instability (Balikhin et al., 2012) have 
been also considered.

Particle acceleration and abundant plasma wave activities have been observed in the MH, such as Lang-
muir waves (Lin et al., 1995), Alfvén waves (Tsurutani et al., 2002), and whistler-mode waves (Agapitov 
et al., 2020). Since plasma waves can efficiently convert energy and modulate the particle distribution (Bam-
ber et  al.,  1994; Oka et  al.,  2017; Zhao et  al.,  2019), the study of the kinetic process and corresponding 

Abstract We report the quasi-periodic whistler-mode waves corresponding to electron temperature 
anisotropy T⊥/T// < 1 at the center of a macroscale magnetic hole (MH) near the Earth's magnetopause 
observed by the Magnetospheric Multiscale mission. A significant ultra-low frequency (ULF) wave 
of background magnetic field was observed in this MH. The ULF wave dramatically exacerbates the 
evolution of MH and the formation of the donut-shaped electron pitch angle distribution (PAD) in the 
macroscale MH. When the whistler-mode waves were generated, they are consistent with troughs of the 
ULF wave and density increases, which is also related to the butterfly type PAD at those moments. The 
analysis of dispersion relation and cyclotron resonance condition indicate that whistler-mode waves 
were mainly generated by the butterfly type PAD of electrons. Our results provides new insights into one 
possible excitation mechanism of whistler-mode wave.

Plain Language Summary The whistler-mode wave is an important electromagnetic wave 
inside the magnetosphere. It is efficient for both the acceleration and precipitation of energetic electrons 
associated with typical magnetic field structures or boundaries. Moreover, the interactions between 
whistler-mode waves and other waves and corresponding wave generation mechanisms have attracted 
extensively attentions into data observations and computer simulations. In this study, we report an event 
of quasi-periodic whistler-mode waves and a background ultra-low frequency (ULF) wave at the center of 
a magnetic hole (MH), which has a negative electron temperature anisotropy T⊥/T∥ − 1 < 0. The whistler-
mode waves have the fluctuations in accordance with troughs of the ULF wave and were excited by the 
butterfly type pitch angle distribution. It indicates that the ULF wave can modulate the whistler-mode 
waves via bringing about the periodic variation of electron phase space density. The result exhibits the 
complicated processes of wave excitation and wave-particle interaction in the MH.
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wave-particle interactions in the MH can significantly improve our understanding of the energy conversion 
process in the plasma.

The excitation mechanism of whistler-mode waves is commonly considered to be the electron temper-
ature anisotropy T⊥/T// > 1 (where ⊥ and//are the perpendicular and parallel components to the back-
ground magnetic field) (Summers et al., 2009; Tang & Summers, 2012, 2019). Previous studies have shown 
that whistler waves are usually generated at the center or edge of the MH (Breuillard et  al.,  2018; Yao 
et al., 2019) and associated with the electron pancake pitch angle distribution (PAD; Peng et al., 2020; Zhima 
et al., 2015). Recently, Ahmadi et al. (2018) presented donut-shaped PAD associated with the generation 
process of whistler-mode waves, which is characterized by that the dominance of 90° electrons only appears 
near the edge of the MH, and the electron flux is strongest near the pitch angle of 45°/135° at the center of 
the MH. Although whistler-mode waves are observed with T⊥/T// < 1, Ahmadi et al. (2018) suggested that 
the whistler-mode waves generated were related to the electron temperature anisotropy at the edge of the 
MH. It should be noted that the donut-shaped PAD refers to the description of the periodic changes in the 
phase space density (PSD) of perpendicular electrons increasing or decreasing over a continuous period. 
In such a case, when we analyze the area where the PSD of the perpendicular pitch angles is reduced, the 
expression form of donut-shaped PAD is the same as the butterfly PAD.

However, the effects caused by the electron dynamics associated with the whistler-mode waves in MH are 
still inconclusive and most of the studies about the whistler waves are based on kinetic-scale MHs. The 
study of generation and features of whistler waves within macroscale MH still lacks. Here, we report an 
event of quasi-periodic emissions of whistler waves related to ultra-low frequency (ULF) waves within a 
macroscale MH observed by the Magnetospheric Multiscale (MMS) mission (Burch et al., 2016). The be-
tatron cooling and trapping of the electrons by the ULF wave and MH form the quasi-periodic electron 
donut-shape PADs which are consistent with the emissions of whistler waves within this MH. The appear-
ance of whistler waves corresponds to electron butterfly PADs (the center part of donut-shaped PAD). The 
detailed analysis of dispersion relation and cyclotron resonance condition can significantly demonstrate, for 
the first time, that the electron butterfly distribution can excite whistler-mode waves.

2. MMS Observations of Magnetic Hole
The MMS data used in this study are from the following instruments: the Fluxgate Magnetometer (Rus-
sell et al., 2016), the Search Coil Magnetometer (Le Contel et al., 2016), the Electric Double Probe (Ergun 
et al., 2016; Lindqvist et al., 2016), and the Fast Plasma Investigation (Pollock et al., 2016).

Figure 1 presents an overview of MMS1 observations from 06:10:00 to 06:30:00 UT on October 14, 2015. 
Figures 1a and 1b show the magnetic field components and the total magnetic field observed in the Geocen-
tric Solar Magnetospheric coordinate system. The background magnetic field has a strong low-frequency 
disturbance. Figures 1c–1g give the electron density, ion velocity, ion temperature, ion energy spectrum, 
and electron energy spectrum, respectively. MMS1 observed an obvious magnetic structure during 06:15:00-
06:16:00 UT (shadow area). The magnetic field at the edge of the structure slightly changes from [15, 35, 
30] to [12, 40, 30] nT, while the magnetic field at the center is around [0.5, 10, 10] nT and the total magnetic 
field strength significantly decreases from 56 to 13 nT. We can estimate that the angle of the magnetic field 
changes 5.8° during this magnetic structure interval. Hence, we can identify this structure as a MH. Since 
the MMS1 was located at [8.8, 4.0, −2.2]Re (Earth's radius), it indicates that this MH is near the Earth's 
magnetopause. It should be noted that, another decrease of the magnetic field and corresponding sudden 
decrease of the electron density were also observed by the MMS1 at 06:17:50 UT. At that moment, the 
minimum value of the total magnetic field is ∼34.7nT which is significantly larger than the minimum mag-
netic field (∼13 nT) in the MH. Furthermore, the ion temperature (Figure 1e) increases and the electron/
ion fluxes (Figures 1f and 1g) change from strong to weak, which indicates that there was a magnetopause 
crossing with a northward interplanetary magnetic field. It further proves that, the magnetic field structure 
observed in the vicinity of 06:15:10 UT is a MH rather than a magnetopause's current sheet. Figures 1h–1m 
provide the zoom-in observations of the shadow area. This MH lasted for almost 40 s. Using the timing 
analysis method (Russell et al., 1983), we calculate the normal velocity as Vn ∼60 km/s. Then, the size of 
the MH is about 2,400 km ∼25.8di (1di ∼93 km is the local ion inertia length). This is a typical macroscale 
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Figure 1. The overview of MMS1 observations. (a) Three components of magnetic field, (b) total magnetic field, (c) 
electron density, (d) ion velocity, (e) ion temperature, (f) ion and (g) electron differential energy fluxes. The gray shadow 
marks the macroscale magnetic hole (MH). Panels (h–m) are zoom-in MMS1 observations of the MH, with (h) total 
magnetic field; (i) electron density; (j) magnetic pressure (red), electron pressure (green), ion pressure (blue), and total 
pressure (black); (k) electron temperature; (l) magnetic and (m) electric field power spectral density (black and red solid 
lines represent 0.5fce and 0.1fce, respectively).
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MH. As shown in Figure 1j, the increase of the ion pressure (red) and the decrease of the magnetic pressure 
(blue) result in an approximate balance of the total pressure (black) inside the MH. Furthermore, the elec-
tron temperature shows T⊥/T// > 1 at the edge of the MH, while the electron temperature shows T⊥/T// < 1 
at the center of this MH (Figure 1k). Figures 1l and 1m give the magnetic field and the electric field power 
spectral density, respectively. Intense electromagnetic waves with the frequency around 0.1fce (red solid line, 
where fce represents the electron cyclotron frequency) and below 0.5fce (black solid line) were observed at 
the center of the MH.

Figures 2a–2i give the background magnetic field, electron density, electron temperature anisotropy, and 
the polarization analysis of electromagnetic waves at the canter of the MH from 06:15:20 to 06:15:40 UT, 
which are calculated by the singular value decomposition method (Santolík et al., 2003). The black and 
red solid lines in Figures 2d–2j also represent 0.5fce and 0.1fce, respectively. The spectrums show that these 
electromagnetic waves are discrete. Since they have quasi-periodic emission, right-handed polarization, 
and propagation angles about 0° ∼ 30°, we can determine that these waves are the whistler-mode waves. 
Those black dotted lines mark six typical whistler-mode waves at the center of the MH. It can be noted that, 
the Poynting flux (Figure 2i) shows both parallel and anti-parallel propagations corresponding to the back-
ground magnetic field within the MH. This generally means that there is likely to be the excitation source of 
these whistler-mode waves. Generally, it is believed that the excitation mechanisms of whistler-mode waves 
are mostly associated with the electron temperature anisotropy via electron cyclotron resonance (Summers 
& Tang, 2021; Summers et al., 2011, 2013; Tang et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2020; Zhou et al., 2013) or electron 
beams through Landau resonance (An et al., 2017; Hsieh & Omura, 2018; Mourenas et al., 2015). However, 
in this case, the electron parallel temperature is clearly greater than the perpendicular temperature at the 
center of this MH (Figure 2c). Besides, these whistler-mode waves correspond to the decrease of electron 
temperature anisotropy and the small cavities of the background magnetic field within the MH.

Figure 2. Waves and electron pitch angle distributions in the MH. Panels (a and j) are background magnetic field, (b) electron density, (c) electron temperature 
anisotropy, (d and e) magnetic and electric field power spectral density, (f) ellipticity, (g) wave normal angle, (h) degree of polarization, (i) Poynting flux, (k) 
ultra-low frequency wave with frequency 0.4 𝐴𝐴 𝐴 f 𝐴 0.7 Hz, (l) the electron density after bandpass filtering with frequency 0.4 𝐴𝐴 𝐴 f 𝐴 0.7 Hz, (m) the whistler-mode 
waveform with frequency 20 𝐴𝐴 𝐴 f 𝐴 700 Hz, (n) electron temperature. Electron pitch angle distributions in energy range (o) 20–100 eV, (p) 100–250 eV, (q) 250–
500 eV, and (r) 500 eV–1.0 keV. The black and red solid lines represent 0.5fce and 0.1fce, respectively. The vertical dotted lines mark the whistler-mode waves 
events (left panels). The blue solid lines represent the MH trapping angle, and the white solid lines represent the trapping angle of the ultra-low frequency wave 
at the center of the MH. The vertical red and black dotted lines indicate one area without whistler-mode waves and one area of the whistler-mode wave with 
maximum wave intensity, respectively (right panels).
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Figures  2j–2r presents further details of waves and electron PADs in the MH. We firstly performed the 
Fast Fourier Transform on the total background magnetic field (Figure 2j), and the results show that the 
background magnetic field disturbance has a significantly higher power spectral density in the frequency 
range of 0.4–0.7 Hz, which is close to the ion cyclotron frequency (see Figure S1 in Supporting Informa-
tion S1). Then, Figures 2k and 2l give the low-frequency fluctuations of the background magnetic field 
and the electron density after bandpass filtering with frequency 0.4 𝐴𝐴 𝐴 f 𝐴 0.7 Hz. It can be seen that, the 
ULF wave in the background magnetic field persists in the whole MH (Figure 2k) and there is a negative 
correlation between the fluctuation of the electron density and this ULF wave. Using the timing analysis 
we find that the normal direction of the ULF wave is about [0.85, 0.39, and 0.37] corresponding to the wave 
normal angle 𝐴𝐴 ∼ 68◦ and the phase velocity is ∼212 km/s. The plasma velocity Vi in the MH is ∼52 km/s in 
the wave normal direction, indicating that the propagation velocity of the ULF wave is much faster than 
the convection velocity of the ambient plasma. Furthermore, the parallel velocity of this ULF wave can 
be estimated based on the electron bulk velocity and magnetic field. We then selected the time interval 
06:15:30–06:15:40 UT when the intensities of whistler-mode waves are strong enough to obtain the local 
Alfvén speed and the parallel velocity of the ULF wave, where B = 25 nT and n = 12 cm−3. The estimated 
local Alfvén speed is �� = �∕

√

�0��+��+ = 157 km∕s , where μ0 is the vacuum magnetic permeability, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐻𝐻+ 
is the number density of H+ and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐻𝐻+ is the mass of H+. The correlation coefficient of ΔVe⊥ (perpendicular 
bulk velocity after bandpass filtering) and ΔB⊥ (perpendicular magnetic fields after bandpass filtering) is 
0.6 by using 𝐴𝐴 Δ𝑉𝑉 𝑉𝑉⟂ = −(𝜔𝜔∕𝑘𝑘

‖

)Δ𝐵𝐵⟂∕𝐵𝐵 (Gershman et al., 2017). In such a case, the corresponding parallel 
velocity of the ULF wave finally appears as ω/k‖ = 1.34 ± 0.1VA, which is consistent with the result from 
the timing analysis. Therefore, this ULF wave is more likely the Alfvén wave and propagates parallel to the 
background magnetic field.

The electron PADs from 20 eV to 1 keV associated with the ULF wave are shown in Figures 2o–2r where 
blue lines are the trapping angle θ and 180° − θ calculated by the function � = arcsin(

√

|�|∕|�max|) (Breuil-
lard et al., 2018), where B is the minimum value of total magnetic field in the MH, and Bmax is the maximum 
value of total magnetic field at the edge of the MH. The white lines are also the trapping angles calculated 
from the decreasing magnetic field due to the ULF wave. Here, B is the minimum value of the local magnet-
ic field caused by the ULF wave (at the troughs of ULF wave), and Bmax is the maximum magnetic field at the 
edge of the locally reduced magnetic field (which corresponds to the peaks of ULF wave). Generally, those 
electrons with a pitch angle between two blue lines can be trapped within the mirror structure of the MH. 
The electrons around pitch angle α = 90° become deeply trapped by the MH mirror structure, which is also 
trapped by the mirror structures caused by the ULF wave. For the energy range of 20–100 eV, parallel and 
antiparallel electrons are dominated. Only a small fraction of electrons near α = 90° are trapped while most 
of the electrons under this energy range are not trapped in the MH. For the energy range of 100–250 eV, 90° 
electrons are gradually trapped. Moreover, more perpendicular electrons have been significantly trapped 
at the energy ranges of 250–500 and 500–1,000 eV, while the electrons with the pitch angle nearly 90° are 
cooled as the background magnetic field becomes smaller. In such a case, electron distributions are shown 
as donut-shaped pitch angle distributions. The above characteristics are especially obvious for energetic 
electrons at the ranges of 100–250 and 250–500 eV. Interestingly, we find that the drops of the magnetic 
field dramatically correspond to the troughs of the ULF wave. In addition, all peaks and troughs of the ULF 
wave are significantly consistent with the decreases and increases of electrons with α = 90°, respectively. It 
suggests that, the ULF wave has a certain modulation effect on the PADs of energetic electrons from 100 to 
500 eV inside the MH, which is likely to affect the cooling of deeply trapped electrons and the formation of 
the donut-shaped electron distribution.

Moreover, it is worth further investigating the excitation of whistler-mode waves in the right panels of Fig-
ure 2, the red dotted line indicates one of the areas where no whistler-mode waves are observed. Whereas, 
the black dotted line indicates the event-2 with significant electron parallel temperature higher than elec-
tron perpendicular temperature among several whistler-mode waves events. We can then check the detailed 
differences of corresponding background parameters by comparisons with and without the whistler-mode 
wave. The appearance of whistler-mode waves corresponds to the trough of the ULF wave, and the electron 
PAD clearly shows the absence of 90° electrons in the donut-shaped PAD. The areas without whistler waves 
correspond to the peaks of the ULF wave and the increase of 90° electrons.
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Figure 3 presents the relationship between the power spectral density of whistler-mode waves, electron 
PAD, and cyclotron resonance energies. Figures 3a–3c and   show the power spectral density of whistler 
waves for six typical whistler-mode emissions (from event-1 to event-6). Taking event-1 (Figure 3a) as an 
example, the PSD clearly indicates that the wave has been significantly enhanced in the frequency range 
from 23 to 103 Hz. The vertical lines mark the wave frequencies corresponding to the beginning (blue line), 
peak (orange line), and end (purple line) of the power spectrum intensity of this whistler wave. In addi-
tion, the power spectral density of other wave events (Figures 3b, 3c and 3g–3i) also have enhancements in 
different frequency ranges, and those corresponding frequencies are all marked. We give the correlations 
between the cyclotron resonance energies and the electron PADs as shown in Figures  3d–3f and  3j–3l. 
It can be noted that electrons present the field-aligned PADs at the low energy (𝐴𝐴 𝐴 200 eV) for all six wave 
events. The electron PSDs with higher energies (𝐴𝐴 𝐴 200 eV) near 45°/135° are significantly larger than those 
PSDs near 0°/90°/180° sindicating the typical butterfly shaped distribution. Furthermore, using the for-
mula 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 = (𝜔𝜔 − Ω𝑐𝑐𝑟𝑟)∕𝑘𝑘‖

 and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴2
‖

= (𝜔𝜔2 − 𝜔𝜔 × 𝜔𝜔2
𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝∕(𝜔𝜔 − Ω𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝))∕𝑐𝑐2 (Kitamura et al., 2020), we can calculate the 

cyclotron resonance velocities of the whistler-mode waves, where ω is the angular frequency of the waves, 
k‖ is the wave number in the parallel direction, c is the light speed, and ωpe is the electron plasma frequen-
cy. Here, B and Ne are the average magnetic field and the average electron density during the time interval 
of each wave event. We use the wave frequencies marked in the power spectral density (Figures  3a–3c 
and 3g–3i) to obtain the corresponding minimum resonance energies via 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 = 1

2
𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟𝑉𝑉𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟

2 . The dotted solid 
lines in Figures 3d–3f and plot the minimum resonance energies corresponding to the beginning, peak, and 
end frequencies of whistler-mode waves. For example, in Figure 3d, the energy range of the butterfly PAD 
is clearly within the electron cyclotron resonance energy of this whistler wave. In particular, the resonance 
energy at the peak of the power spectral density (orange line) coincides with the enhancement of 45°/135° 
energetic electrons. The calculated minimum resonance energies are approximately [100–1,000]eV, which 
is also consistent with the energy range of the donut-shaped PADs in Figures 2p–2r. These above charac-
teristics are still shown in other wave events (Figures 3e, 3f and 3j–3l), which can effectively prove that the 
whistler-mode waves and the electrons within the energy range of buttery PADs have cyclotron resonance.

Since whistler-mode waves correspond to the obvious negative temperature anisotropy at 06:15:26 UT 
(event-2, the black dotted line in Figure 2), we select the energy range with obvious butterfly PAD to carry 
out the PSD fitting using multiple component bi-Maxwellian distribution (Figure 4a). The fitting parame-
ters of nine electron components are listed in Table S1 in Supporting Information S1. We further evaluate 
the growth rates of the whistler-mode wave for the event-2 from the Waves in Homogeneous Anisotropic 
Multicomponent Magnetized Plasma (WHAMP) (Rönnmark, 1982). As shown in Figures 4b and 4c, a sig-
nificant positive wave growth with a maximum rate γ/ωce = 0.01 is consistent with the right-handed polari-
zation occurring at normalized frequency ω/ωce ∼0.1, which is consistent with the observed wave frequency 
(0.1fce) in event-2 of Figure 2d. The predicted results suggest that whistler-mode waves can be driven by the 
butterfly PAD in this event through electron cyclotron resonance.

Similarly, we also select the area without whistler-mode wave (the red dotted line in left panels of Figure 2) 
to perform corresponding fittings of the electron PSD and calculate the whistler wave growth rate, as shown 
in Figures 4d–4f. The fitting parameters are listed in Table S2 in Supporting Information S1. It can be seen 
that, compared with Figures 4a–4c, the PSD of perpendicular electrons slightly increases, while the elec-
tron PSDs around 45 and 135 slightly decrease. Meanwhile, the dispersion relationship shows no positive 
wave growth rate at this moment and the whistler-mode wave can not be generated. To further validate the 
whistler-mode wave generation, we give more results of the PSD fittings and the growth rate calculations for 
the whistler-mode wave events 1, 4 and 6 (the areas with and without whistler-mode waves) in Figures S2, 
S3 and S4 in Supporting Information S1. The fitting parameters are listed in Tables S3–S7 in Supporting In-
formation S1. Although the anti-propagation characteristics are more obvious in Poynting flux for some 
events (event-1 and event-4), it may be related to the trajectory of the MMS. The subtle forward propagation 
properties can still be seen in the local magnetic field decrease areas (or called the whistler-mode wave 
duration). All the above observation characteristics and theoretical calculations further indicate that the 
whistler-mode waves can be driven by the electron butterfly PAD through cyclotron resonance.
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Figure 3. The power spectral densities of six whistler events and corresponding electron pitch angle distributions (PADs). Panels (a–c and g–i) are the power 
spectral density of the whistler-mode waves. The vertical lines represent the corresponding frequency of the wave's power spectral density at the beginning, 
peak, and end, respectively. Panels (d–f and j–l) are PADs of different energy electrons. The colorbars present the normalized electron phase space density 
(PSD), which was calculated by the average electron PSDs in different pitch angles of each energy and normalized by the electron PSDs in each pitch angle 
bin to the average value of the PSDs. The dot solid lines with different colors represent the cyclotron resonance energies at different frequencies, where the 
frequencies used are obtained in the panels (a–c and g–i).
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Figure 4. The electron phase density and wave growth rate of (a–c) event-2 at 06:15:26 UT and (d–f) the area without 
whistler-mode wave at 06:15:26.52 UT. Panels (a and d) are the electron phase space density, where the solid line 
represents the fitting value and the circle represents the observed value. Panels (b and e) are the predicted dispersion 
surface of the whistler-mode wave. Panels (c) and (f) are the predicted polarization of the whistler-mode wave.
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3. Conclusions
We report a case study of the modulation relationship between a ULF wave and the whistler-mode waves 
observed inside a macroscale MH in the Earth's magnetopause. The electron PADs in the MH present the 
donut-shaped distribution, and whistler-mode waves are always generated corresponding to the ULF wave 
troughs and butterfly distributions. The donut-shaped PAD is mainly formed due to the betatron cooling 
during the evolution of the MH (Ahmadi et al., 2018; Yao et al., 2018; Z. Li, 2020). As for our case, at the 
beginning, the MH has preliminarily trapped the electrons within the trapping angle due to the magnetic 
mirror effect. Then, the existence of the ULF wave aggravated the deepening of the MH (decreased the 
background magnetic field in the macroscale scale), strengthened the betatron cooling effect, and leaded 
to the reduction of 90° electrons. However, most of these perpendicular electrons reduced by the betatron 
cooling from the ULF wave are still trapped inside the MH. In such a case, the ULF wave is the main reason 
to form the donut-shaped PAD inside this macroscale MH. However, when we particularly concentrate on 
the donut-shaped PAD where the whistler wave is generated, the electron PAD clearly shows a butterfly 
distribution at this moment. Although the electron temperature has primarily negative anisotropy (T⊥/T// 
< 1), it has been confirmed by WHAMP that the unstable butterfly distribution provides the free energy to 
excite the whistler waves at the minimum magnetic field inside the MH.

Furthermore, in the Earth's magnetosphere, the butterfly PAD is very common (H. Li et  al.,  2020; Ni 
et al., 2020, 2016), and a statistical study presents that the occurrence rate of electron butterfly PADs is 
related to the magnetic dips in near-Earth space (Xiong et al., 2019). However, the wave-particle interac-
tion related to the formation of butterfly shaped distribution is still controversial. In the Earth's radiation 
belt, butterfly PADs have been suggested can be caused by the combined acceleration by whistler-mode 
chorus wave and magnetosonic (MS) wave (F. Xiao et al., 2015), the Landau resonance with MS wave (J. Li 
et al., 2016), or the Landau/cyclotron resonance with whistler-mode hiss wave (Albert et al., 2016). For the 
first time, our study successfully demonstrates that the butterfly PAD can generate whistler-mode waves 
inside a macroscale MH, which can dramatically aid in the understandings of whether and how the butter-
fly PADs in space plasma contribute to the excitation of whistler-mode waves, as well as the wave-particle 
interactions, wave coupling, and corresponding electron kinetics etc.

Data Availability Statement
The spacecraft Data used for this study are publicly available from the MMS Science Data Center (https://
lasp.colorado.edu/mms/sdc/public/about/browse-wrapper/).
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